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Papelera del Nervión, a PEFC certified Company 

NERPEL® commitment to PEFC certification 

Papelera del Nervión has always been committed to Sustainability in terms of Environmental 
Commitment, without ignoring the premise of social compromise. That is why we align 100% with 
the values that this certification drives. 

Our clients and collaborators know the commitment that we made many years ago for papers with 
PEFC Certification. Thus, since 2009 all our virgin papers come from forests managed under this 
certification. 

Now that we have also certified ourselves in the chain of custody that we make of these raw 
materials, we invite you (once again) to echo this commitment, promoting and advertising our 
PEFC products with us. 

 PEFC NERPEL® Products 

 What is and why PEFC: Opportunities for our customers and collaborators. 

 

PEFC NERPEL® Products  

The PEFC certified NERPEL® product range covers all our virgin papers: 

- At NERPEL® DECORATION, our PEFC certified virgin papers are: 

o All the paper in the range of Rolls and pre-taped Plus paper. 

o The complete Special Range: 
 SuperPlus®  
 Hidrostop® 

 And thus the Hidrostop® paper of our Nerpel2Plus® (twin pre-taped). 

- In addition to all the NERPEL® BODYWORK papers: ULTIMATE MASK and SKY MASK. 

 
All these products will carry from now on our label NERPEL® Sustainability Commitment 

 

  

mailto:nervion@nervion.net
http://www.nervion.net/
http://www.nerpel.es/
https://www.nerpel.es/eng/Section-nerpel®-superplus-64
https://www.nerpel.es/eng/Section-hidrostop-®-62
https://www.nerpel.es/eng/Section-nerpel®2plus-63
https://www.nerpel.es/eng/Section-special-car-repair-masking-paper-58
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What is and why PEFC: Opportunities for our customers and collaborators. 

PEFC is the most established forest certification system in the world and with the highest brand recognition. 

The products with the PEFC brand and / or label provide customers and end consumers with the security of knowing that 
such material comes from sustainably managed forests. The PEFC certification also includes social and occupational health 
and safety requirements, including in conflict areas. 

 

 

By choosing PEFC certified products, companies and consumers show our Commitment with 
SUSTAINABILITY: 

 Companies build consumer confidence, 

 Leading unstoppable change for Sustainability. 

 Ensuring the transparent and safe traceability of raw materials 
throughout the value chain. 

And, among all of us 

 We help conserve and improve forest stands. 

 We promote the maintenance of biodiversity and the 
conservation of resources such as water or soil. 

 We help fight illegal logging and fires. 

 We benefit people, generating fair employment and social welfare 
and the development of rural areas. 

 We improve the competitiveness of forest products by providing 
them with environmental, social and economic guarantees. 
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